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Why a Climate Action Plan?
The university needs a climate action plan to the address 
the threat of  global climate change by integrating efforts 
across the university campus to  reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.   This will serve as a model for communities 
across the region

1. Campus Energy Monitoring System 3. Geothermal Energy

Strategies to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emission from UNH
• Initially developed by undergraduate students in general education 

science class (ESCI 405 Global Environmental Change)
• Additional strategies and analyses are currently being developed as 

part of WildCAP

across the region.  

This means developing a specific plan that identifies 
strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 
quantifies the carbon dioxide equivalent reduction and the 
associated cost or savings.  

A successful climate action plan requires sustained input 
from the entire university community

• Energy monitoring system for dormitories that allows 
residents to track their energy use in REAL TIME 
(kilo-watts, dollars, and greenhouse gas emissions) 

• Reduces 6,840 metric tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalents per year (MTCDE/yr) 

• Initial Cost: $300,000
• Cumulative Savings by 2020:  $16 million

• Drilling and using geothermal energy 
to heat and cool the Gables apartment 
complex

• Reduces 676 MTCDE /yr
• Initial Cost: $1 million
• Payback Period:  12 years

from the entire university community. 

What is a Climate Action Plan?
The UNH climate action  plan (called the WildCAP) 
fulfills the requirements of the American College & 
University Presidents Climate Commitment (ACUPCC) 

2. Computer Cluster Sleep Mode

• Add software to put all computers into sleep 
mode when not in use

• Reduces 700 MTCDE /yr
• Initial Cost: negligible

4. Converting Four Buses to CNG

• Convert four UNH gasoline-run buses 
to run on compressed natural gas (CNG)

• Reduces 557 MTCDE/ yr
• Initial Cost: $8 000by November, 2009.

Development of WildCAP is being coordinated by the 
Energy Task Force (ETF) and University Office of 
Sustainability (UOS).  Key players include:

• Cameron Wake, Climate Change Research Center
• Brett Pasinella, UOS

UNH greenhouse gas emissions UNH greenhouse gas emissions reduction 
(wedges) by 2020

• Initial Cost: negligible
• Cumulative Savings by 2020: $2 million

• Initial Cost: $8,000
• Cumulative Savings by 2020: $800,000

• Steve Pesci, Campus Planning
• Matt O’Keefe, Energy Office
• Taylor Eighmy, Chair ETF

The WildCAP planning process will include faculty, staff, 
and students at UNH.

h hWhat are the Key Components 
of WildCAP?

1. Analysis:
Identify and quantify strategies or wedges to 
reduce the university’s greenhouse gas 
emissions

2. Collaboration: N S

UNH historical emissions from 1990 to 2006 and projected emissions after the Cogeneration 
Plant and Eco-line are implemented. Projected UNH emissions reduction from the four strategies by 2020.

2. Collaboration:
Reaching to the university community for 
feedback and support 

3. Implementation:
Implementing the strategies that reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions

Next Steps:
• Summer 2008: ETF hosts Working Group Summit with 

the purpose to review and refine strategies
• Fall 2008/Winter 2009: ETF gathers feedback from the 

UNH community on the WildCAP
• Summer 2009: Finalized version of WildCAP adopted, 

and implementation starts

• November 15, 2009: WildCAP due for American 
College & University Presidents Climate Commitment

• Winter 2010: ETF helps facilitate WildCAP budget 
planning for FY2011
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